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Abstract
A Rotorcraft UAV provides an ideal experimental platform for vision-based navigation. This paper describes the
flight tests of the US Army PALACE project, which implements Moravec’s pseudo-normalized correlation tracking
algorithm. The tracker uses the movement of the landing
site in the camera, a laser range, and the aircraft attitude
from an IMU to estimate the relative motion of the UAV.
The position estimate functions as a GPS equivalent to enable the rotorcraft to maneuver without the aid of GPS. With
GPS data as a baseline, tests were performed in simulation
and in flight that measure the accuracy of the position estimation.

1. Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) offer significant advantages in many environments classified as dull, distant,
or dangerous. In particular, the use of computer vision as
an alternative to GPS extends the envelope of potential missions to include low-altitude operation and landing. GPS
ranks as one of the most commonly used data sources for
robotic applications. However, a UAV may lose GPS reception at a critical time while landing in urban canyons,
hostile military theaters, or rugged terrain.
A fully autonomous UAV landing poses two problems.
First, the UAV must determine a safe landing site. Second, the UAV must land at the site robustly. This second
problem is the focus of this paper. Rotorcraft UAVs (RUAVs) and other vertical takeoff or landing (VTOL) craft
have an advantage over fixed-wing UAVs when landing at
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an unprepared site. An R-UAV only requires a smooth
landing site approximately as large as itself. An R-UAV
with autonomous take off and landing capability can automate many important but repetitive tasks. In a military
setting, the ability to land autonomously can facilitate deploying aircraft to a forward location, even if GPS jamming
is encountered. Wilderness and disaster search and recovery patrols also potentially benefit from a landing capability,
which could perform dangerous rescue operations involving
landing at an unprepared site and where, due to rugged terrain, GPS reception may be blocked during landing. An RUAV is also especially useful in urban terrain, where space
is at a premium and ground robots cannot travel as rapidly.
Remote scientific work, such as on Mars, is another application for autonomous landing at an unprepared site without
the aid of GPS. Such scenarios motivate the use of visionbased navigation on a rotorcraft UAV to automate the landing process.

1.1. Project Overview
The Precision Autonomous Landing Adaptive Control
Experiment (PALACE), a US Army Technology Objective
(ATO) carried out by the US Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate (AFDD) at Ames Research Center, develops and
tests autonomous landing technology on a Yamaha RMAX
R-UAV. The landing process begins at 30 m above ground
level (AGL) and proceeds down a −60◦ slope (see Figure 1). The R-UAV employs a hybrid approach, initially
navigating by GPS and transitioning to vision-based navigation at 12 m AGL. As the R-UAV reaches 2 m AGL and
approaches the limits of the vision system, it transitions to
inertial navigation for the final landing steps [13]. In addi-

30 m AGL: GPS Navigation

MPE Estimate
Last GPS Position

-60º
12 m AGL: Transition to
vision-based Monocular
Position Estimation
2 m AGL: Transition to
Inertial Navigation

0 m AGL: Landing Complete

MPE Algorithm:
1. Estimate
Ground Reference
Point relative to
GPS.

2. Every 10 Hz,
estimate new
UAV position
based on
perceived motion
Ground Reference Point of Ground
Reference Point.

Figure 1. Overview of PALACE landing

Figure 2. Monocular Position Estimation

tion, during the stage when the vision-based navigation system is active, the R-UAV employs multiple sensory inputs:
the monocular camera, a single laser range aimed at −60◦
to measure the range to the center of the camera image, and
the inertial measurement unit (IMU) data to estimate the aircraft attitude. A separate algorithm, not discussed in this paper, performs safe landing area determination (SLAD) using
stereo ranging during the landing process [13]. The SLAD
algorithm generates a range map of the landing site with increasing precision as the R-UAV descends. The tracking algorithm uses the landing site automatically generated from
the SLAD algorithm.

vision algorithms employed [4], the full-system simulation
and validation environment [12], and the flight tests [13].

1.2. Related Work
Several pilotless landing techniques have demonstrated
excellent reliability, including the use of millimeter-wave
radar, monocular tracking, and passive stereo ranging. One
of the first autonomous UAV landing demonstrations occured in 2002, when the Sierra Nevada Corporation landed
a Hunter UAV using the UAV Common Automatic Recovery System (UCARS). They produce several military-grade
millimeter-wave radar solutions which use a beacon at the
landing site to guide the UAV [8]. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) research in autonomous landings includes a
robust algorithm using monocular vision to land at a site
designated with an “H” symbol [9]. JPL has employed a
similar method to land on a moving target [10]. They also
have demonstrated stereo reconstruction for landing site selection [2]. The University of California Berkeley operates
a UAV that estimates motion by solving the system of equations that relate the movement of a prepared target in multiple camera images, and lands on the target without the aid of
GPS [11]. The Georgia Institute of Technology operates an
R-UAV using contour-based tracking [3]. Relevant publications regarding the PALACE project introduce the machine
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2. PALACE System Architecture
The PALACE project uses a modified RMAX operated by the NASA/Army Autonomous Rotorcraft Project
(ARP) [14] includes avionics and sensors that enable
vision-based navigation, including multiple CPUs for navigation and experimentation. The PALACE software runs
on a Pentium-III 700 MHz processor, and interfaces directly with a Firewire Point Grey Flea camera that captures
640 × 480 grayscale images and a SiCK PLS-300 to provide a laser return at −60◦ . GPS and IMU data are read
from another processor.
The PALACE software aims to act as a drop-in replacement for GPS for the terminal landing phase of autonomous
flight. The computer vision algorithms run at 10 Hz, like
the GPS receiver. Once the vision-based navigation is initialized with the selected landing site, the GPS signal is only
recorded for validation. The camera field of view necessitates switching to inertial navigation from the IMU data
at 2 m AGL. Normal aircraft motion below this altitude
could induce image motion that exceeds the camera field
of view. To complete the landing, the UAV continues to descend until weight-on-wheels switches sense contact with
the ground.

2.1. Monocular Position Estimation
The Monocular Position Estimation (MPE) algorithm is
initialized with the current aircraft GPS coordinates. Then,
given the position of the landing site in the camera image,
the MPE algorithm can compute the coordinates of the landing site. This ground reference point then becomes the basis
for estimating the aircraft’s position (see Figure 2). Motion

in the camera image implies aircraft motion, provided the
ground reference point remains fixed. To resolve three unknowns (the aircraft position) from a two-dimensional camera image, the MPE algorithm relies on a single laser measurement of the distance to the image plane. Assuming the
ground is flat within the camera’s field of view, this will be
the distance to the ground reference point.
The MPE algorithm relies on the Förstner interest operator [1] and pseudo-normalized correlation algorithm [7]
implemented and tested at JPL [5]. The MPE algorithm
prepares to track the landing site using the Förstner interest operator to identify a point where Moravec’s pseudonormalized correlation algorithm will find sufficient texture to successfully track image motion. Then, the pseudonormalized correlation can iterate over each camera image,
tracking the motion of the landing site, by searching for a
small template from the first image in the next image. Successful tracking depends on the global maximum of the correlation function occuring at the new image of the landing
site. Moravec derives the pseudo-normalized correlation to
give an accurate maximum where the image matches the
template without computing a square root. This approximation makes the algorithm usable on systems with limited
computing power.
Normalized cross-correlation [6] compares a small N ×
N -pixel template image Ib to an N × N region of a larger
image Ia . The comparison is performed over an M × M
search window to find the highest correlation score. Given
Σ
I (u,v)
and
the mean and variance of the template, µb = u,vNb2
2
Σ
I
(u,v)
[
]
u,v
b
− µ2b , and the mean and variance of the
σb2 =
N2
Σ
I (x+u,y+v)
N × N region of Ia at (x, y), µa (x, y) = u,v a N 2
2
Σu,v [Ia (x+u,y+v) ]
and σa2 (x, y) =
− µ2a , the normalized
N2
cross-correlation is
Σu,v [Ia (x + u, y + v) − µa (x, y)][Ib (u, v) − µb ]
!
λ(x, y) =
σa2 (x, y)σb2
The pseudo-normalized correlation approximates this by
dropping the Ia (x + u, y + v)µb and Ib (u, v)µa (x, y) terms
and using the arithmetic mean instead of the geometric
mean in the denominator:
Σu,v [Ia (x + u, y + v)Ib (u, v)] − N 2 µa (x, y)µb
c(x, y) =
N 2 12 [σa2 (x, y) + σb2 ]

The MPE algorithm selects the pixel (x, y) with the
highest correlation score and saves a new template Ib =
Ia (x, y) for the next iteration. It can now estimate the
UAV’s position relative to the ground reference point
(X0 , Y0 , Z0 ) using the distance measured by the laser range
finder, R, and the 3 × 3 rotation matrix from the IMU, M :

 R 

 
X
X0
fx
 Y  =  Y0  + M  R y 
(1)
f
Z0
Z
R
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Figure 3. Simulation shows 0.283 pixels/s
maximum drift in a 120 s flight. Tests with
wind head-on to the R-UAV (0◦ ) and sideways
(90◦ ) show that the tracking algorithm operates correctly in turbulence.

where f is the focal length of an equivalent pinhole camera.

3. Performance Evaluation
A performance evaluation of the PALACE software in
simulation and flight shows sufficient accuracy to operate as
a GPS replacement. In order to use the MPE algorithm in a
closed-loop system, the position estimate must have reasonably low noise and low latency. The position controller can
tolerate up to 400 ms of delay for small inputs, but the attitude controller is much more sensitive. The MPE algorithm
uses camera, laser, and IMU data simultaneously, which implies that error induced by mismatched input timing could
result in aircraft attitude feedback as position estimation error, which will be fed indirectly to the attitude controller
with greatly increased delay. This causes oscillations and
instability.
By measuring each sensor using frequency sweeps and
calibrating the inputs, the MPE algorithm can receive synchronous data for its inputs. Experimentally, the camera
and laser measurements were found to be close to instantaneous. (They are connected directly to the CPU running
the MPE algorithm.) The IMU data had a consistent 44 ms
delay, and by adding a compensator in software the closedloop system performed as desired. Eq. 1 has no inherent
delay, so only signal processing delays limit the system’s
performance.
After testing the system stability, a comparison between
GPS and MPE accuracy hilights sources of error in the vision system. The iterative nature of the tracking algorithm
compounds the inherent rounding due to the finite camera
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Figure 4. Flight test over grass demonstrates both zero-mean sensor noise, most visible in easting
at high altitude, and tracking drift, which accumulates slowly with time. The data shows the R-UAV
descending in 6 m increments, and pausing to evaluate performance at each altitude. MPE provides
good accuracy within the finite time span for an autonomous landing.
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resolution. This leads to cumulative error in the position estimate over time, which manifests as “drift” in the estimated
position. The PALACE software operates well in daylight
conditions and over naturally textured surfaces, such as concrete, asphalt, and grass, where the tracking algorithm can
find a good match for the template from frame to frame.
Within these conditions, simulation and flight testing show
a small cumulative drift and zero-mean noise proportional
to altitude.

3.1. Simulation
Simulation testing of tracker drift suggests the hypothesis that assuming proper conditions for tracking (i.e. sufficient light and surface texture), an expected maximum drift
rate is computable [12]. The tracking algorithm rounds the
true target location in the image xT to the integer approximation xe = #xT $, and xT is equally likely to lie anywhere
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in [xe , xe + 1). The linear transformation in Eq. 1 maps this
to a position uniformly distributed over [Xe , Xe + R
f ). The
two dimensions of rounding error in x and y may appear in
X, Y and Z by means of the rotation matrix M .
This result is observable in simulation. Zero-mean noise
caused by the finite accuracy of the imaging sensor increases with altitude. Similarly, the drift rate of the tracking
algorithm, measured in pixels per second, is proportional
to R
f when measured in meters. Simulations run to determine the maximum drift rate (see Figure 3) are performed
by running the tracking algorithm for 120 s on simulated
imagery to find the maximum difference between MPE and
GPS with wind head-on and sideways. The results are then
averaged at each altitude point. Wind direction, with the resulting increase in turbulence, was found not to effect the
tracker significantly. Simulation results measure the maximum drift at 34 pixels for 120 s, or 0.283 pixels/s [12].

Figure 5. The laser range measurement directly affects position estimation error. The
SiCK PLS-300 has excellent standard deviation of measurement error over flat surfaces
such as asphalt, concrete, and grass.

Figure 6. Hover flights for 120 s over concrete, asphalt, and grass show a maximum
drift of 0.19 pixels/s.

4. Summary and Conclusions
3.2. Flight
Flight tests to demonstrate successful autonomous landings at an unprepared site [13] show a similar drift rate to
simulation results. Figure 4 demonstrates a descent, where
the MPE estimate diverges slowly from the GPS reference
over the course of almost 4 minutes. Two types of error
appear in the plots, especially visible in the Easting plot:
zero-mean noise and drift accumulated in the tracking algorithm. For example, the laser range finder has excellent
noise characteristics, with a linear increase in noise as altitude increases (see Figure 5). This is more visible as zeromean noise in (X, Y, Z) when R is larger.
Performance evaluations over concrete, asphalt, and
grass for 120 s indicate that the tracking algorithm does as
well as in simulation, drifting at most only 22.8 pixels, or
0.19 pixels/s (see Figure 6). 17 successful landings with
various obstacles and surface textures have shown a 1 m or
better accuracy at the landing site. Important lessons on the
applicability of correlation-based tracking algorithms are
that the algorithms perform well enough to be useful as a
replacement for GPS, that the hardware used performs well
in daylight and overcast conditions, but indoor or nighttime
conditions do not provide enough light, and that a hybrid
approach using vision down to about 2 m AGL and inertial
navigation for the final landing resolved issues related to the
limited field of view at low altitudes. The vision system performs well in tests up to 30 m AGL, though the project only
called for operation at 12 m AGL. The PALACE project
successfully achieved the goal of autonomous landing capability.
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The full autonomous landing has been successfully
demonstrated numerous times using the MPE algorithm.
The ARP RMAX provides an ideal platform for developing
robust vision-based navigation and landing systems. Autonomous landings without the aid of GPS advance the state
of the art for UAV operations, and synthesize several important technologies in a useful application. By using both
computer vision and a single laser measurement, the MPE
algorithm can estimate position as accurately as a GPS sensor.
Several important areas that future research could address include the addition of a night vision camera or new
CMOS cameras for low light conditions, improvements to
the MPE and tracking algorithms’ accuracy with a corresponding performance evaluation, synthesis of multiple
tracking methods to better handle poorly textured landing surfaces, and other possible applications such as visual
odometry or self localization and mapping.
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